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Dear Sylvia, 

Thankyou for your letter, 

I have been working continuously on my research.The 
material I wanted was cross filed last May, after five years. 
The King assassination, Robert Kennedy murder,and the Ted Kennedy 
accident, as well as the SHARON TATE MURDER have taken too much 
of my time. They were very painful diversions. . 

Did you read my section about Ted Kennedy? 
Read Olsen's new book "The Bridge at Chapaquidhié? "It 

is a very excellent book in that he describes all the obvious 

signals of problems to be solved which were totally ignored 
Kennedy's “concussion and confusion", how he got out of the car 

with the door still locked, and many, many other pointés.He also 

lists the biography of all the people at the cottage EXCEPI 

JOHN CRIMMINS. Crimmins procured the food, brought the girls, 

was the last person outside alone with Kennedy. My research is 

so complete at this time, that I could include John Crimmin's 
biography in my newsletter and ask if this was the same John 
Crimmings?— Giput Ae beret owe ) 

As for the Sharon Tate, I Harely touched upon that 
in my "hippie" section. All the stories about Manson,Sue Atkins 
in the Sunday New York Times,and national news media are VERY 
DRAMATIC, HEART RENDERING, LONELY CHILDHOODS, SOCIETYES PROBLEMS. 
Nothing is said, please note, about Charles "Tex" Watson, who did 
the stabbings, wrote "pig" for effect, and directed the girls. 
I could list many parallets, attornies, for all of these cases, 
Joseph Ball, George Sibley, etc. Maity 

After completing my research on Lee and Marina to the 
enth degree, I have broken down the operations of the CIA and 
it's use of agents. By doing this, and collecting clues and 
information immediately, before the news blackouts, you can lay 
out a diagram of who #6 go for and their role in the crimes,as 
well as the motives. 

Enclosed is a topic index of my research on the 

Hearings. Wish I could talk with you and tell you how I went about 

it. My awea of interest always was MARINA OSWALD and Lee Oswald, 

agents of the CIA. I started with the sentence in the Warren Report 

page 281 "There is no basis to suppose that Oswald came to Ft. 
Worth upon his return from Russia for the purpose of establishing 

contacts with the Russian speaking community located in that area". 

From there,I go to the names they had in thaSoviet 
Union, before they arrived, that lived in Dallas.I broke down their 

first, second,third introductions, meetings. All of this is taken 

ONLY FROM THE 26 Volumes, and all my work is limited to anythhag 

that suggests or confirms Oswald and Marina were agents. 
1 do not deal with the Cubans in New Orleans, the grassy 

knoll, autopsies, medical reports,ballistics,etcetc. 

I hage 72 spiral notebooks, each filled with capacity 
papers, ply§s 30 more notebooks of the same kind not listed in this 
letter. Will show you how I worked. 

1.Background 
Taking from every witness in the Dallas-Ft.Worth area, 
or personal friends like Kkoepher in New Orleans, 
I went into the citizenship, nationality,date of arrival, 
location of residences, education,cccupations. 

My information came from testimony,and all exhibits.



2eHow met 
Every person called told how they met Lee and Marina Oswald. 
When someone like Bouhe was called, he said he met tham at 
Gregory's house,that was their first meeting.This is in the 
Testimony.BUT, IN THE EXHIBITS, RIGHT AFTER THE ASSASSINATION, 

ce BOUHE SAID "I MET LEE OSWALD THROUGH HIS WIFE." He met Marina — 
and was alone with HER FIRST.....WHICH MAKES A HELL OF A LOT OF 
DIFFERENCE... | 
I Cross filed every witness,"HOW MET" and came up with a 
realization first contacts with Marina...Th&t led to another 
category, TIMES WITH MARINA. 

It goes on,and on you see. 
I catch these people, under oath, saying they saw Lee and Marina 
oniy once or never. I find they were spending much time ALONE 
WITH MARINA. THE ONES ALONE WITH MARINA, GCING BACK TO BACKGROUND, 
WERE FAR RIGHT, EXTREMISTS, ROYAL ARISTOCRATS LIKE MARINA,MAYEE © 
EVEN RELATED TO ONE OF THEM. You can connect them from Gravitis, 
Mamantov, to Army Intelligence,Lumpbkha,motorcade, etc.etc. 

Categee§s like JOB ARE EASY TO EXPLAIN: I took every word, every 
affidavit, exhibit which pertained to any job Lee had in the US, 

Leslie Welding,Jaggers, Reilly Coffe,Love Air Field,Book Depository. 

I cross filed date of applicatiin,termination of work,reasons, 

pay checks. etc. Then, when “arina Oswald said, I H 62, "He looked 
for work for some time but he could not find it and then Some Russian 

friends of ours helped: him find some work in Dallas. It seems to 

me it was about 2 weeks". 
Compare; Marguerite Oswald, weekend. of Lee's birthday,in 

Ft.Worth,Russian friends had job ready at photo lab 

in Dallas, - 

Leé's nice letter of resignatinn to Leslie,telling 
them he moved on to Dallas. 

Lee's paychecks,date started at Jaggers, IMMEDIATELY 

CONCLUSION:1.MARINA OSWALD, AT LEAST 100 times, 
‘lied about lee oswalds character, jobs, 
housing,rifle, etc. 

2.Commission fed her these questions so 
that she could create a aaleeik? which, 

under scrutiny, never he up. 

As you can see, if you read the list of 72 notebooks, I have enough 

material now for four or five books. The question is to pull out in 

the best possible manner that which I need for my first book. 

I have been doi ng the selection,and trying to write, since the 

research is finished. 

If you were closer, we could get out a book "Witnesses 

not called" within several weeks..time.THIS IS A MUST, AND VERY 

INTERESTING. WHENEVER I CAME ACROSS SOMEBODY MEBTIONED,AND PASSED 

OVER, I kept the volume, page, name,and reason they ne@éded to 

be questioned. . 
Hope this does not sound too confusing. 

Having ame husband and five children is the longest,hardest 

way to write a book and they try to be patient with me. 

Keep well. If any questions, call a“ 
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